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Submission:
I feel I was treated as a child by the government, yet I raised 3 children on my own, dealing with Gastro
highly infectious! My training in hairdressing covered bio-hazards. In mentioning bio-hazards there were no
bins provided for masks! Directions were flip flopping and made no sense ...eg: masks we were first told
they don’t help , then we were mandated to wear them?! The banning of the drug HCQ was criminal
absolutely criminal as many countries used it with much success!!! I think even the advice coming from
WHO was also inconsistent! I feel we should have protected the elderly and counter able medically people
and allow people to get on with life , masks as an optional. I feel the over reaction heavy handed ness of the
police only created fear and mistrust of the police! No PROTESTING ? From what I understand there were
hand picked experts used without including other professional medical people to get a balanced outcome.
The handling of the hotel situation was an absolute nightmare and I believe ALL involved guards and Dans
team should be accountable ALL OF THEM ! ‘Loss of memory ?
Lockdowns were criminal and too long! Encourage people to dob on others is wrong ! Social media was
shutting down our freedom of speech with only added to people frustration. Dan Andrews needed to be
reminded he serve the people and I believe after the hotel situation should have stood down while the inquiry
was looking into the situation. Our system needs to change ! If majority of people are not happy with the
leader we the people deserve better than to begrudgingly listen to a man we have lost trust in to lead. Of the
subject but I do hope that what Mr Morrison said about scrapping ‘The Belt and Road Deal’ happens as I
feel this bad for our National Security PLUS it was never put before the general public to vote on, which is
how a democracy should be! I feel the handling of the COVID-19 was badly managed. I hope I’ve covered
everything, thank you for your time in this matter
Sincerely Wendy
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
I believe if we ever face this situation in the future there’s more TRUST IN THE PEOPLE !
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